TO MEET YOUR SPECIFIC RESEARCH NEEDS.

- Constantly Growing, Diverse Collection
- Actin Screened for Quality
- Packaged for Optimal Efficiency and Representation
- Custom Library Service Also Available

Stratagene Constructs the Highest Quality Libraries Available

**Novel Vectors**
Stratagene's libraries are constructed using novel vectors that simplify screening and analysis. For cDNA libraries, our exclusive Lambda ZAP® Vectors combine the high efficiency of lambda cloning with the ease of a plasmid system. Clones isolated from Lambda ZAP® Vectors can be easily excised into the pBluescript® Vector, eliminating time-consuming subcloning. For genomic libraries, our Lambda DASH® II, Lambda FIX® II and Cosmid Vectors contain T3 and T7 promoters flanking the inserts, allowing rapid genomic walking and restriction mapping. To simplify gene manipulation and mapping, the insert can be removed as a cassette by using Not I to digest these vectors.

**Host Strains**
Our libraries are provided with powerful host strains like XL1-Blue and SRB(P2). Our new SOLR™ strain facilitates single-clone and mass library excision. Stratagene is constantly developing new strains to clone the previously unclonable.

**Actin Screened**
All cDNA libraries are actin screened for quality. Since actin is a common sequence with considerable homology between species and tissues, screening with an actin cDNA probe provides valuable information about the probability of finding your clone.

**Amplified Only Once**
Stratagene's libraries are amplified only once, avoiding the problem of skewed representation caused by overamplification. Single amplification prevents fast-growing clones from "taking over" and making rare clones harder, if not impossible, to find. Our newest libraries are amplified in the SURE™ strain to minimize rearrangements and deletions.

**Custom Library Service**
Stratagene's growing collection of libraries is updated continually. We also offer a Custom Library Service and high quality reagents for constructing your own libraries.

* U.S. Patent Number 5,128,256

Gigapack® Packaging Extract
All of Stratagene's libraries are made with Gigapack® Packaging Extracts, which allow high packaging efficiency and construction of representative libraries. Especially critical for genomic libraries, the absence of restriction activity in Gigapack® II Packaging Extracts prevents the degradation of methylated sequences.

Please call Stratagene or a Stratagene distributor to discuss your library needs.
The new Model 476A Microsequence Analysis System, from Applied Biosystems, meets all your protein sequencing needs in one compact, fully integrated system. Its unique combination of features provides unrivaled throughput, chemistry versatility and variety of sample preparation strategies so you can quickly optimize microsequence analysis for virtually any sample.

Why limit your options?
Base your choice of chemistry on your sample and experimental goals, not your sequencer. The Model 476A offers Pulsed Liquid™, gas-phase and covalent chemistries—because not all samples are the same. Exploit the growing range of sample preparation techniques, too. The Model 476A can accommodate them. And no matter what you’re sequencing, our applications experts can help you optimize your protocols.

Double your throughput
The Model 476A, with its 30-minute FastCycles™, can sequence two residues while you’re at lunch. The new MicroCartridge, with its reduced volume and surface area, shortens the cycle time by as much as half while enhancing sensitivity.

The state-of-the-art LDIS (Liquid Detection Injection System) eliminates time-consuming operator optimization by automatically sensing the presence of liquid, then triggering injection into the built-in HPLC. Reproducibly
equencing

eed - In Half the Time.

every time. The powerful Macintosh®-based Model 610A Data Analysis System provides a wide range of options for data manipulation, storage and display that further enhance performance.

Achieve new levels of sensitivity

Combined with such micropreparative techniques as capillary electrophoresis, microbore HPLC technology and our new ProSpin™ Sample Preparation Cartridge, the Model 476A enables you to reach new degrees of sensitivity.

For more than ten years, Applied Biosystems has set the standard for sensitive, reliable, easy-to-use protein sequencers, backed by a full range of quality reagents and technical support. Because of our long-standing partnership with the scientific community and our commitment to continued research, we help our customers break new ground.

For more information on protein sequencing and the new Model 476A, phone Applied Biosystems at: U.S. (800) 345-5ABI, Canada (800) 668-6913.

Innovation, Integration, Expertise.
Onychophorans (velvet worms), such as this undescribed Australian species, are voracious predators in temperate and tropical forests. Although morphological evidence has not resolved their evolutionary relationships, analyses of their 12S ribosomal RNA sequences suggest that onychophorans fall within the phylum Arthropoda (invertebrates with segmented legs) and are closely related to spiders and scorpions. See page 1345. [Photograph: R. W. Taylor]
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Eppendorf spins out two new winners.

Two new Micro Centrifuges that make your work faster, easier, and safer.

One has refrigeration. The new Model 5402 Refrigerated Micro Centrifuge spins heat-sensitive samples at temperatures as low as -9°C,* bringing the cold room to your benchtop.

Both control aerosols. The refrigerated model and the new Model 5415C Micro Centrifuge both use new, easily interchangeable rotors with lids for added quiet, convenience, and safety.

Call 800-645-3050; in New York, 516-334-7500, for more information. Or write Brinkmann Instruments, Inc., Cantiague Road, Westbury, NY 11590. (In Canada: 416-675-7911; 50 Galaxy Blvd., Rexdale, Ont. M9W 4Y5)

*At 12,500 rpm.
Comparing Current Awareness Services?
It's like comparing Apples to Apples.

Keeping up with the biomedical literature is a daunting task which has been greatly simplified by the advent of diskette-based current awareness services. The first and foremost product of this kind, Reference Update®, was released by Research Information Systems, Inc. in 1988. It was later imitated by Current Contents on Diskette®.

Comparing the two is a little like comparing apples to apples: Both provide current information on publications in the fields of biology and medicine. But there the comparison ends.

As with the apples you see here, Reference Update is a more refined, more polished product, brought to you by the company that has led the way in the development of bibliographic software (such as Reference Manager®) for scientists for more than a decade.

Only with Reference Update can you:
• Search several weeks (or even years) with a single command.
• Store 3 months of data in just 8 Megabytes of disk space (compared with 25 Megabytes with Current Contents).
• Search for embedded terms (e.g., locate polyunsaturated when searching for unsaturated).

• Obtain references in citation-ready format — including non-English characters, correct capitalization, italics, and super- and subscripts.

For a limited time (through December 31, 1992), we are offering an unbelievable Competitive Upgrade: With proof of an existing subscription to Current Contents or Current Contents on Diskette you can obtain your first year's subscription to Reference Update for just $99.00 (Deluxe Edition) or $199.00 (Deluxe Abstract Edition).

No strings - no hidden shipping charges - no further obligation. Call for details NOW!

Research Information Systems, Inc.
2355 Camino Vida Roble, Carlsbad, CA 92009-1572
(800) 722-1227 • (619) 438-5526 • Fax: (619) 438-5573

Also available from RIS — Reference Manager, the leading bibliographic management software
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EDITORIAL

Jobs, Technology, and Change

Last June, presidential candidate Governor Bill Clinton promised to create 8 million jobs. As part of an effort to achieve that goal, he has stated that his administration will seek to regain world industrial and technological leadership. On 18 September, a relevant policy statement was released entitled, Technology: The Engine of Economic Growth. Some of the initiatives mentioned in the 22-page document include a variety of efforts to encourage the private sector to increase their investments in research and development (R&D), plant and equipment, and worker training. Government would take many useful initiatives, such as giving tax breaks for R&D, fostering precompetitive technology development, and supporting industry-led consortia. Other changes involve redirection of efforts of the National Laboratories and better management of technology among agencies of the federal government.

The Democratic party in the past has been in effect antibusiness. Governor Clinton seems to take a different view. “In a global economy in which capital and technology are increasingly mobile, we must make sure that the United States has the best business environment for private sector investment. Tax incentives can spur investment in plant and equipment, R&D, and new businesses. Trade policy can ensure that U.S. firms have the same access to foreign markets that our competitors enjoy in the U.S. market.” A further quotation states: “Although the United States has negotiated many trade agreements, particularly with Japan, results have been disappointing. I will ensure that all trade agreements are lived up to...Countries that fail to comply with trade agreements will face sanctions.”

The small business sectors would be assisted in getting access to better technology. America’s 20 million small businesses account for 40% of the gross national product and half of job creation. Some states have had extension programs to help them, but the U.S. effort has been small in comparison with those of Japan and Germany. The new administration document called for establishment of 170 manufacturing centers that would help small and medium-sized manufacturers to choose the right equipment and to learn new production techniques. Both large and small companies need to be aware of technology being developed in other countries. The document states: “...we must also develop a strategy for acquiring, disseminating, and utilizing foreign technologies.”

In its discussion of federal laboratories, the technology document is less than enthusiastic. A notable exception is the mention of the National Institute for Standards and Technology. For that institution a doubling of the budget is proposed. But for others, the following statement is made: “America’s 726 federal laboratories collectively have a budget of $23 billion, but their missions and funding reflect the priorities that guided the United States during the Cold War.” A change in priorities is contemplated with federal laboratories previously engaged in defense research expected to engage in technology development for commercial usages. “Federal labs which can make a significant contribution to U.S. competitiveness should have ten to twenty percent of their existing budget assigned to establish joint ventures with industry.” Later, the following appears: “Industry and the labs should jointly develop measures to determine how the technology transfer process is working and review progress after 3 years. If these goals have not been met, funds should be redirected to consortia, universities and other organizations that can work more effectively with industry for results.”

The document mentions Vannevar Bush and his report, Science—The Endless Frontier, and its role in making the United States a world leader in science. However, it states bluntly: “Today the United States faces a new environment.” The success of the Japanese industry in capturing U.S. markets is cited, followed by: “...it did so, not by devoting massive resources to basic research, but by stressing incremental improvements in existing technology, rigorous quality control...R&D results flow quickly around the world, but production know-how does not.”

A final quotation: “I will give our Vice President Al Gore the responsibility and authority to coordinate the Administration’s vision for technology and lead all government agencies, including research groups, in aligning with that vision.”

Will the vision that is implemented be that expressed recently by Clinton, or that expressed earlier in a book by Gore?

Philip H. Abelson
Three Results
You Can Expect with Synthetic DNA from Operon.

Operon is the world's leading supplier of synthetic DNA. And we maintain that leadership by consistently delivering precisely the product you need. On time. With guaranteed purity. And at extremely competitive prices.

We ship our custom-made sequences in two working days, on average. And that includes large orders, as well as orders that are placed late in the day.

Our synthesis methods result in DNA that is so clean that, for most experiments, it's ready to use without purification. If you need higher purity, we offer state-of-the-art HPLC purification.

Our price structure is simple and very competitive. For a one micromole scale synthesis, we charge just $3.60 per base with a $20 set up fee per sequence.

And we back our products with an unconditional guarantee. For more information or to place an order, call us at 1-800-688-2248 or send a fax to 1-510-865-5255.

Operon. In terms of speed, purity and savings, there are no bases for comparison.

Operon
World's Leading Supplier of Synthetic DNA

1000 Atlantic Avenue • Suite 108 • Alameda, California 94501 • Phone: 800-688-2248 • Fax: 510-865-5255 • NIHPSA 263-00033233
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Left-Handed Comments

We write from the not always equivalent perspectives of organic chemistry and biochemistry to express our mutual dismay that it is considered big news that mirrors appear to work as well in one of our fields as in the other (Cover, 5 June; "Total chemical synthesis of a D-enzyme: The enantiomers of HIV-1 protease show reciprocal chiral substrate specificity," R. C. del. Milton et al., Reports, 5 June, p. 1445; Corrections and clarifications, 10 July, p. 147). It was, after all, only this spring that the American Chemical Society celebrated the centenary of the demonstration by Emil Fischer, the father of biochemistry, that the principles of van't Hoff-LeBel stereochemistry could be used to establish the detailed structures of the carbohydrates (1). Perhaps more dismaying is the revelation that there was serious doubt not too long ago about whether enzymes would be subject to rules of symmetry ("On the other hand . . .", G. A. Petsko, Perspectives, 5 June, p. 1403). This suggests a survival, in some circles, of the idea of vitalism, supposedly demolished by the work of (among others) Friedrich Wöhler, one of the fathers of organic chemistry, 150 years ago. Our field-fathers must be spinning in their graves, presumably in opposite directions, to conserve parity.

Contrary to the impression given by figure 3 of Milton et al. (which was produced by computer manipulation of a drawing for the L-enzyme), the enantiomeric folding of the D-enzyme has not been directly demonstrated. It is, instead, deduced from the observation that the D-enzyme shows optical and enzymatic properties chirally reciprocal to those of the L-enzyme. This being so, can it then be any surprise that these properties are chirally reciprocal?

If the folding is as exactly enantiomeric as the reversed computer graphics would suggest, it might be significant that that must have happened without the intervention of any agent of biological origin. For those of us who already believe that enantiomers will behave in chirally reciprocal ways, the absence of such intervention would seem assured, not only by the experimental care described in note 22 of Milton et al., but by the fact that any biological agent effective in producing the folding of the "normal" protein would necessarily be wrong-handed when it came to doing the same with the "abnormal" one.

The precision with which this enantio-enzyme has been prepared brings us closer to the day when we must address the viability of enantiolife in the test tube, in the current biosphere, and in the times when life was getting started. Clearly, enantiolife will be as viable as "normal" life in vitro; a claim for de novo biogenesis will be considerably more credible if it is based on building blocks enantiomeric to those found in the biosphere. Although escaped enantiolife would have a built-in immunity to attack from "normal" life, it might have a tough time finding nutriment unless it were achirorotrophic or developed racemases and invertases. Would be synthesizers of life based on amino acids and nucleic acids need to consider these matters in detail before getting started. Such organic or biochemists should prepare for trouble not only with the public and politicians but with their peers as well.

It has been plausibly argued that the "weak interactions" (which make the universe inherently chiral) could affect the self-replication of chiral substances in a cumulative fashion and thus produce the current condition of chirality in the biosphere (3). The parity-violating energy difference (PVED) between enantiomeric peptides that contain n amino acid residues has been estimated to be on the order of n x 10^-17 kilocalories per mole. If the PVED between enantiomeric bond conformations is similar in size, then a protein of only 198 residues would be at least ten orders of magnitude too small for the cumulative PVED to be large enough to favor a conformational difference at just one backbone bond—the minimum requirement for an observable difference in properties.

James H. Brewster
Michael Laskowski, Jr.
Department of Chemistry,
Purdue University,
West Lafayette, IN 47907

REFERENCES
2. Idem, p. 4.
the Dominican Republic, as well as in Mexico and Central and South America, yet this is not the closest living relative to H. protera. According to Jean Langeheim, a paleobotanist at the University of California, Santa Cruz, the extinct tree's closest ancestor (H. verrucosa) is actually found in East Africa and Madagascar.

—Virginia Morell

A Career in Industry

It was most refreshing to see the discussion of industrial careers in the Careers '92 section of Science (18 Sept.). It caused me to remember the climate I experienced while at the University of California, Berkeley (1965–1970). My fellow graduate students and most professors felt that industrial careers were for those who could not do real science or could not get an academic position, or both. They could not understand why I might want a career in industry. But since I had industrial experience gained between receiving my baccalaureate degree and entering graduate school, I knew there were very good scientists and engineers doing real science in industrial positions and that their work was enhancing the quality of life for society at large. Moreover, I knew that truly competent scientists and engineers could use the problem-solving skills gained in their university experience to address problems of great breadth and complexity having technical, financial, and social dimensions.

I have greatly enjoyed working in industry. I highly recommend it to young scientists and engineers who want good opportunities to develop depth and breadth of knowledge and experience.

W. Robert Richards
9025 East Kenyon Avenue,
Denver, CO 80237

Corrections and Clarifications

In Joe Alper's 25 September article "Everglades rebound from Andrew" (News & Comment, p. 1852), the species name of Melaleuca quinquenervia was misspelled and the tree was described incorrectly as "an Australian eucalypt." The Melaleuca are a distinct genus and are commonly referred to as paperbarks.

The article about the viral hybrid SHIV by Joseph Sidroski and his colleagues that was reported in Jon Cohen's News & Comment article "Monkey-human viral hybrid is new weapon in AIDS fight" (24 July, p. 478), appeared in the July issue of the Journal of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, not the June issue, as stated.
The 4th dimension in microscopy

Our company philosophy, state-of-the-art technology and more than 150 years of experience in microscopy have led to the realization of a revolutionary idea.

Time, a key factor in the microscopy, analysis and interpretation of your samples, has become calculable as a 4th dimension with DAS Mikroskop LEITZ DM R.

DAS Mikroskop LEITZ DM R is the translation of the idea of the "4th dimension", at the same time symbolizing the influence on time in microscopy.
Now Yields Up to 80% Recombinants

Invitrogen's new version of the TA Cloning™ kit, the most advanced method of direct cloning of PCR amplified nucleic acids, now offers improved cloning efficiencies.

- The TA Cloning™ kit allows direct cloning of PCR products without modification of primers, restriction digestion or the use of modifying enzymes and new improvements yield the highest cloning efficiencies available.

- The new pCRT™ II vector provides an f1 origin for rescue of single stranded DNA, T7 and Sp6 RNA promoters for sense and anti-sense transcription, the lacZ gene for blue/white selection, and a choice of ampicillin or kanamycin resistance to eliminate background when amplifying from plasmids.

- Invitrogen's TA Cloning™ kit eliminates the need for traditional PCR cloning procedures which are time-consuming, expensive and inefficient and provides the fastest, most reliable method for direct cloning of PCR products.

Polylinker Region of the New TA Cloning™ Vector, pCRT™ II

Toll Free 1-800-955-6288
(619) 597-6200 Phone • (619) 597-6201 Fax

Invitrogen

3985 B Sorrento Valley Blvd., San Diego, CA 92121
A DENSITOMETER FOR ALL REASONS

Quantitation...1-D gels, Northernns & Dot Blots

**Quantity One**® -- software for all types of quantitation from films, gels, blots and photos.

RFLP Automatic Analysis

**RFLPrint™** -- software for rapid, automatic RFLP and DNA fingerprint analysis.

DNA Sequence Reading

**DNA Code**® -- for automatic reading and post sequence searching of DNA sequence from films.

2-D Gel Analysis & Databasing

**PDQUEST™** -- the world standard. Ask for our list of publications.

Call 1-800-777-6834 for more information or a demonstration with your data.

The Discovery Series™ offers 21μ resolution, two-minute scan times and large scan areas.
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405 Oakwood Road, Huntington Station, NY 11746 • Tel.: 800-777-6834 • 516-673-3939 • Fax: 516-673-4502

In Europe, the Middle East and Africa: Pharmacia Biotech: (0222) 68 66 25 0 (0908) 6611 011 (01) 417 24 72 (090) 5021 077

In Japan: Toyobo Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan • Tel.: 06-348-3786 • Fax: 06-348-3322
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A new option for CCT authors: Parallel publication with the Lancet, Huth EJ, 1992 Aug 28
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If you missed AAAS☆92 in Chicago, or weren’t able to attend every session that interested you — don’t worry! You can still get many of the meeting’s lectures, seminars, and symposia on audio cassettes.

**Topics include:**
- Cognitive Neuroscience
- Molecular Modeling & Computational Chemistry
- Molecular Genetics & Evolution
- Native American Origins
- Climate and Global Change
- Medicines and Technologies of the Future
- Ethics & Research Policies
- Crisis in Health Care
- Fantastic Voyages: From Columbus to the Cosmos
- Energy for the 21st Century
- Feeding the World
- Waging War Against Pollution
- Mathematics, Computing & Information Processing
- Psychology; Child Development
- Patterns of Life in Urban & Rural America
- Industry & the Changing Workforce
- Environmental Modeling & Policy
- Preserving World Peace
- Physics from Fermi to the Future
- Research in U.S. National Parks
- International Issues
- Science Communication
- Science for Everyone.

For a list of available tapes, along with prices and ordering information, contact:

**Mobiltape Company, Inc.**
25061 W. Avenue Stanford, Suite 70
Valencia, CA 91355
(Phone: 805-295-0504)

---

Attention Boston-Area Students

Here’s how you can earn complimentary registration for the world’s most exciting science meeting.

If you’re a college junior, senior, or graduate student in the Boston area, you can earn complimentary registration for AAAS☆92: The AAAS Annual Meeting (11–16 February 1993, Sheraton Boston and Hynes Convention Center, Boston) by volunteering to participate as a student aide.

Volunteer for one day of the meeting and you’ll receive complimentary registration to the entire 6 days of sessions, plus have a chance to meet leading scientists in your field and to provide valuable feedback that will improve future AAAS meetings. Students volunteering for two or more days will also receive a complimentary one-year AAAS membership, including a subscription to *Science*.

As a session aide, you will monitor symposia, counting attendance and evaluating audience interest, session content, and speaker performance. You’ll also serve as liaison between session speakers and AAAS staff.

To sign up, contact Cynthia Heasley at 202-326-6712, or via fax at 202-289-4021. She’ll mail you a session aide application form along with a preliminary program of the meeting, and ask you to indicate which symposia you would be most interested in covering. Session aides are assigned on a first-come, first-served basis, so act now.

**American Association for the Advancement of Science**
Introducing TopCount™ Microplate Scintillation and Luminescence Counter: Eliminates LS cocktail; counts luminescence, too!

TopCount, a new scintillation counting technology, will revolutionize the way you count radiolabeled samples. Beta and gamma labeled samples are counted in microplates, up to twelve samples at a time, with or without liquid scintillation cocktails.

TopCount is easy. No longer do you have to transfer your samples to vials or test tubes. Coated-well, adherent cell and harvested samples are all counted directly in standard 8 X 12 and 4 X 6 microplates.

TopCount is fast. Counting times are reduced from hours to minutes, without sacrificing accuracy. TopCount's improved throughput has been proven for liquid and solid scintillation applications, as well as filtration and scintillation proximity assays (SPA), and for radionuclides including ³H, ¹²⁵I, ⁵¹Cr, ¹⁴C, ³⁵S, and ³²P.

TopCount cuts costs. Samples are counted with minimal cocktail or without cocktail at all. Unique solid scintillation LumaPlates™ eliminate the use and disposal of scintillation solvents.

And, best of all, TopCount measures LSC and luminescence samples in the same system. Now you can step into the future with non-isotopic luminescence technology without giving up the proven performance of radioassays.

So why wait? Before you count another vial or open another cocktail bottle, call Packard and ask for TopCount.
Packard Cuts Liquid Sample Preparation Costs In Half!

Introducing Packard’s MultiPROBE™ - Everything You Need in a Liquid Handling System at a Price You Can Afford.

MultiPROBE - a new robotic multichannel liquid handling system from Packard with features that will make your sample preparation more efficient.

- **Multiple tips** - provide processing speeds of over **1200 samples per hour**, but at half the cost of high-end, multi-tip systems.
- **Varispan** - a new cost-effective multichannel sample processing technology providing automatic variable spacing between sampling tips. This enables any combination of test tubes, microplates or vials to be processed without reducing throughput. Now you can perform the work of four single tip systems for the price of just one.
- **Efficient sample probe washing** - reduces carry-over with high volume/high throughput washing, in many cases eliminating the cost of disposable tips.
- **Accusense®** - Packard’s exclusive liquid level sensing technology, reduces sample volume requirements to less than **50 µl** - unmatched by any other system.
- **Easy-to-use software** - simplifies programming of today’s applications through a graphical-user interface and simple user prompts. You don’t need to be a programming specialist to operate a MultiPROBE.

Efficiency without complexity in a cost-effective package... the new Packard MultiPROBE.

*Patent pending.*
Grimes, as "the burgeoning area of organic superconducting materials." These remarkable substances become superconducting at temperatures ranging from below 1 K to as high as 45 K. The major focus of the book is on the series of charge transfer salts, largely related to bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiofulvalene, colloquially known as ET, within which the highest superconducting transition temperature is below 13 K. The fullerenes, which have much higher transition temperatures, are included in the title but are a late addition to the book, confined to a brief appendix.

In contrast to the implication of the series editor's comment, the total number of known organic superconductors is in fact rather small, there currently being fewer than 40, of which more than half contain ET as the donor and most of the remainder have donors that are closely related to ET. For the reader interested in this special class of compounds, the synthesis, structure, and properties of all these materials are given in exhaustive detail. The synthetic and experimental methods for the preparation of the compounds and crystals are well described, and stereo views of and crystallographic data for most of the compounds are included. More than 120 of the 400 pages are devoted to references; many of the physical properties of prototypical compounds are tabulated; and previously published experimental measurements of the electron spin resonance, vibrational, and optical spectra of these compounds are presented. In all, the book is a valuable compendium of the organic superconductors known at the time of publication.

The authors state clearly that the book focuses on the chemical aspects of the organic superconductors, and this is abundantly evident in the text. Indeed, they trace the origin of organic metals to 1911 to the work of McCoy and Moore, who studied amalgams of substituted ammonium ions. This early work focused on the chemical similarities between such organic moieties and the elemental alkali metals; and though such physical properties as crystalinity, metallic lustre, and electrical conductivity were discussed, no conductivity measurements were reported. In a strange twist, the authors then go on to credit the discovery of the first organic superconductor in 1981 as the realization of "the most speculative suggestions of McCoy and Moore." I believe this is historically incorrect. I could find no such speculation in the McCoy and Moore paper and, indeed, this paper even predated Onnes's discovery of superconductivity.

Granted the omission of the physics of the materials, the perspective of the book is narrower still. In the preface, for example, it is stated that "only superconductive organic materials that can be synthesized in the laboratory are discussed." Surely this is an overstatement. I believe the authors really mean that only those materials that have been synthesized and found to be superconducting are discussed. For these, they do provide a comprehensive overview. But they do not go beyond these compounds. They draw little insight from what has been learned. No lead is given as to what other classes of organic compounds might become superconducting, or what other areas of organic chemistry might be of potential interest to the field. As a result the book fails to capture the excitement that has characterized the field for several decades.

I believe it was Akamatu, one of the pioneers of organic semiconductors, who stressed that the term "organic" as applied to conductive compounds means more than simply that the compounds are composed of carbon. It reflects the ability of such molecules to be organized into a unified, organic whole. This is all the more important for organic superconductors where the macro-molecular structure plays so important a role. We see little of this here, except in the last chapter. In this chapter an effort is made to give a theoretical treatment of the superconductivity from a chemical perspective and relate it to structure. This is refreshing, but it is a far cry from a theoretical treatment of the entire phenomenon that might be assumed from the book's title. Such a treatment would involve some of the most advanced concepts of condensed-matter physics, and this is not to be found in this book.

In summary, Organic Superconductors is a useful compendium of chemical and physical properties of the currently known organic superconductors written by a group of experts intimately involved in their study. It is of limited scope and narrow in its view but gives one a snapshot of the present status of this field.

W. A. Little
Department of Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305
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